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A fast-response and scattering-free homogeneously aligned polymer network liquid crystal~PNLC!
light modulator is demonstrated atl51.55 mm wavelength. Light scattering in the near-infrared
region is suppressed by optimizing the polymer concentration such that the network domain sizes
are smaller than the wavelength. The strong polymer network anchoring assists LC to relax back
quickly as the electric field is removed. As a result, the PNLC response time is;2503 faster than
that of the E44 LC mixture except that the threshold voltage is increased by;253. © 2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1649816#

Liquid crystal/polymer composites could appear in net-
work or droplet form depending on what polymer and con-
centration is employed. In the low concentration regime~1–2
wt %!,1,2 the polymer field improves the response time, how-
ever, the associated light scattering is quite strong in the
visible region. As the polymer concentration increases to
;3%–8%, the polymer-stabilized liquid crystal~PSLC; also
known as gel! is formed in a homogeneous or homeotropic
cell.3,4 These PSLC cells exhibit an anisotropic light scatter-
ing behavior and has potential for reflective display and tele-
com applications.5,6 As the polymer concentration increases
to ;30%–40%, the polymer-dispersed liquid crystal~PDLC!
is formed.7,8 No surface alignment in the PDLC cell is nec-
essary. These micron-sized droplets scatter visible light and
this scattering is independent of polarization. In the high
polymer concentration regime~60%–70%!, the nanoscale
holographic PDLC~HPDLC! droplets are formed.9,10 Since
the droplet size is smaller than the visible wavelength,
HPDLC cell does not scatter light and its response time is
fast ~;200 ms!. However, to reorient these LC droplets
would require a relatively high electric field (;15– 20
Vrms/mm). Recently, a stressed LC cell comprised of 14
wt % Nolan-65 polymer was demonstrated to exhibit a fast
response time.11 In this approach, no surface alignment is
required. However, a delicate shearing process is needed in
order to suppress light scattering. The operating voltage for a
20 mm E7 cell is;135 Vrms.

In this letter, we report a fast-response homogeneously
aligned polymer network liquid crystal~PNLC! cell com-
prised of;10% polymers. A unique feature of this PNLC is
that light scattering atl51.55mm is suppressed completely.
The measured response time is less than 2 ms for a 2p phase
change atl51.55 mm and T;21 °C. The tradeoff of the
PNLC cell is its high operating voltage. To reduce operating
voltage, a higher birefringence and larger dielectric aniso-
tropic LC can be considered.

To fabricate the PNLC cells, we first mixed a few per-
cent of photocurable monomer to a nematic LC host. The
LC/monomer cell was then cured using an UV lamp. Two

types of diacrylate monomers: bisphenol-A-dimethacrylate
~M1! and RM-82~Merck! were used. The melting point of
these two monomers is 74.6 and 82.4 °C, respectively. Due to
the high heat fusion enthalpy, each monomer’s solubility is
limited to 7–8 wt %. Under these conditions, the cured poly-
mer network domain size is still too large, which results in
;15% light scattering loss atl51.55mm. In order to elimi-
nate light scattering, we need to reduce the domain size fur-
ther by increasing the monomer concentration. Therefore, we
mixed M1 with RM-82. For the LC mixture~Merck E44! we
studied, the best monomer concentration is 6 wt % M1 and 4
wt % RM-82. Unless otherwise mentioned throughout this
letter, our LC/polymer contains 90% E44, 6% M1, and 4%
RM-82.

For laser beam steering atl51.55 mm, both reflective
and transmissive phase modulators can be used.12 To gener-
ate diffractive phase gratings, a 2p phase change between
adjacent grating elements is required. The reflective and
transmissive PNLC cells we prepared have, respectively, 7.7
and 12.5mm gap. The inner surfaces of the indium-tin-oxide
glass substrates were over-coated with a thin polyimide layer
and buffed in antiparallel directions for achieving homoge-
neous alignment. The filled cell was then exposed to UV
light for curing the polymer networks. To eliminate light
scattering, we need to control the domain sizes to be smaller
than the wavelength. A weak UV intensity would result in
coarser polymer networks which, in turn, lead to larger do-
main sizes. Thus, we exposed the LC/monomer mixture us-
ing a high UV intensity (I;45 mW/cm2). The exposure
time is 30 min. The resultant polymer networks align, on
average, parallel to the substrate surfaces due to the strong
surface anchoring energy. Thus, the PNLC cell is highly
transparent in the voltage-off state. In a voltage-on state, the
polymer networks exert a torque to resist the LC molecules
from being reoriented by the electric field. As a result, the
threshold voltage is increased significantly. Once the electric
field is removed, the strong polymer field assists LC to relax
back quickly.

Figure 1 depicts the experimental setup for studying the
electro-optic effects of the reflective and transmissive PNLC
cells. The incoming diode laser beam~l51.55 mm! is re-
flected or transmitted by the polarizing beam splitter to thea!Electronic mail: swu@mail.ucf.edu
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PNLC cell. The rubbing direction of the LC cell is oriented
to be 45° to the polarization axis of the incident beam. For
the reflective mode, ideally the reflector should be imbedded
in the inner side of the rear substrate in order to eliminate
multiple surface reflections. For feasibility studies, we placed
a dielectric mirror behind the LC cell to serve as a reflector.
For the transmissive mode, the analyzer is crossed to the
polarizer. The voltage-dependent reflectance or transmittance

of the cells is recorded by theLABVIEW system and data are
analyzed by a computer.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! plot the voltage-dependent reflec-
tance and transmittance of the corresponding 7.7 and 12.5
mm E44 PNLC cells. The total phase retardation of the re-
flective and transmissive PNLC cells is measured to be
d53.84p and 3.0p, respectively. However, the lastp phase
change would require a very large voltage swing. For the
interest of keeping operating voltage low, we operated the
LC modulator fromd52p ~where V5V2p) to 0 (V50).
Also included in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! ~gray lines! for compari-
sons are the 7.7 and 12.5mm E44 cells without polymer. The
threshold voltage of the E44 cells is;0.9 Vrms. From the
measured total phase retardation, the birefringence of E44 at
l51.55mm is Dn;0.21 atT;21 °C. On the other hand, the
Dn of the PNLC cell was measured to beDn;0.19. The
lower Dn originates from the imbedded 10% polymers. This
result indicates that the polymer networks do not disturb LC
alignment noticeably. The threshold voltage of the 7.7 and
12.5mm PNLC cells is increased toVth;24 and;28 Vrms,
respectively. The increased threshold voltage implies that the
LC molecules are tightly anchored by the polymer networks.
In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the peak transmittance of the PNLC
cells is similar to that of the pure E44 cells. This indicates
that the light scattering is eliminated. We also measured the
wavelength-dependent transmittance of the 12.5mm cell.
Scattering is strong in the visible region but becomes negli-
gible asl.1 mm.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the measured decay time

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for measuring the electro-optic properties of the
reflective and transmissive LC and PNLC cells. The rubbing direction of the
cell is at 45° to the polarization axis of the incident light. The LC cell-1 and
detector 1 are for reflective mode and LC cell-2 and detector 2 are for
transmissive mode. PBS5polarizing beam splitter. P5polarizer. l51.55
mm.

FIG. 2. Voltage-dependent reflectance~a! and transmittance~b! of E44~gray
lines! and PNLC~dark lines! cells. The cell gap for the reflective and trans-
missive cells is 7.7 and 12.5mm, respectively.l51.55mm andT521 °C.

FIG. 3. Measured phase decay time of the reflective~a! and transmissive~b!
PNLC cells. Solid lines are experimental data and open circles are fitting
results usingd(t)52p exp(2t/t). In ~a!, t5296 ms and in~b! t5755 ms.
T521 °C andl51.55mm.
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~solid lines! of the reflective and transmissive PNLC cells.
The 7.7mm reflective and 12.5mm transmissive cells were
initially biased atV2p558 and 90 Vrms, respectively. Att50,
the voltage was removed spontaneously and optical signal
was recorded by a photodiode detector. The open circles are
fittings with the exponential phase decay function:d(t)
52p exp(2t/t).13 Good agreement is obtained. The time
constant~at 1/e) for the 7.7mm reflective cell and 12.5mm
transmissive cell ist5296 and 755ms, respectively. If we
count the phase decay time from 100%→10%, they are;0.7
and 1.8 ms, respectively. As compared to the pure E44 cell,
the response time is improved by;2503. The rise time
~10%→90% phase change! was measured to be;0.5 ms for
the 12.5mm transmissive PNLC cell operating from 0 to 90
Vrms.

Figure 4~a! plots the temperature-dependent decay time
~closed circles! and the corresponding phase~open circles! of
the 12.5mm transmissive PNLC cell. As the temperature
increases, the operating voltage, birefringence, and response
time all decrease. AtT565 °C, the decay time for the trans-
missive PNLC cell is reduced to;300 ms, although the
phase change studied is reduced to 1.6p. Figure 4~b! shows
the temperature-dependent birefringence of the transmissive

E44 PNLC cell atl51.55 mm. The dots represent the ex-
perimental data and solid lines are fittings with Haller’s
equationDn5Dn0(12T/Tc)

b; where Dn0 is the birefrin-
gence atT50 and b is a material parameter.14 From the
fittings, we findDn050.255 andb50.187.

To reduce the operating voltage while retaining the re-
quired 2p phase change, we could increase the LC birefrin-
gence, dielectric anisotropy~De!, or cell gap. Among these
three, the simplest method is to increase cell gap. In experi-
ment, we tried a 16mm E44 PNLC cell. Indeed, itsV2p is
reduced to;75 Vrms although itsVth is increased to;30
Vrms. A general drawback of thick cell approach is the in-
creased response time. Our experimental data show that the
response time of the PNLC cell is linearly proportional to the
cell gap. For the 16mm cell, its decay time is increased to
;3 ms. Thus, for practical applications a proper balance be-
tween operating voltage and response time needs to be taken
into consideration.

The developed PNLC can also be extended to the 3–5
and 8–12mm spectral bands. In the long wavelength region,
the LC birefringence decreases15 but the light scattering be-
comes less significant. To obtain 2p phase change, we need
to increase thedDn value of the LC cell. High birefringence
LC materials become crucial for these applications.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated fast-response and
scattering-free reflective and transmissive PNLC phase
modulators. The shortcoming is the increased voltage. To
reduce operating voltage, highDn and largeDe LC mixtures
need to be developed. The PNLC cell also holds promise for
mid- and long-infrared applications.
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FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent LC response time~a! and birefringence~b!
of the E44 transmissive PNLC cell.d512.5 mm. Closed circles are the
measured response time and open circles are the corresponding phase
change.
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